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HISTORICAL TRENDS IN THE RHYTHM OF WESTERN
European instrumental classical music between ~1650 and 1950 have recently been studied using the nPVI equation. This equation measures the average degree of durational contrast between adjacent events in a sequence (such as notes in a musical theme). These historical studies (e.g., Daniele & Patel, 2013, Hansen et al., in press) have relied on assigning each composer’s music a mean nPVI value in order to search for broad historical trends across composers. Here we address how mean nPVI might vary across different compositional periods within a composer’s lifetime, focusing on four famous composers whose lives have been demarcated into different epochs by historical musicologists, and who were part of Daniele and Patel’s original study: J. S. Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms. For these composers, we find that the mean nPVI does not vary dramatically across compositional periods. Nevertheless, there are interesting trends within the lifetime of each composer which reflect the larger ‘rising nPVI’ trend seen across all Austro-German composers studied by Daniele and Patel (2013). These findings demonstrate the utility of studying historical patterns in musical rhythm at two distinct timescales: within the lifetimes of individual composers, and across composers from divergent musical eras.
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EMPirical METHODS HAVE RECENTLY BEEN used to explore historical trends in musical rhythm. One example comes from Daniele and Patel (2013), who reported a salient trend in the rhythm of German and Austrian instrumental classical music between ~1600 and 1950. Analyzing 3,195 themes from 21 composers, we found that the average degree of durational contrast between notes in musical themes (as measured by the normalized pairwise variability index, or nPVI) increased steadily over historical time, a trend not seen in Italian classical music during this same time period. This finding proved relevant to ideas in historical musicology regarding the changing influence of Italian music on Austro-German classical music (see Daniele & Patel, 2013, for details). Our findings were based on assigning each composer a single nPVI value, representing the mean nPVI of his themes from A Dictionary of Musical Themes (Barlow & Morgenstern, 1983). This approach was also used by Hansen et al. (in press) to study historical trends in the rhythm of French instrumental classical rhythm in the ~1700-1950 timeframe. These researchers found an interesting nonlinear pattern of change in nPVI over time (a steady increase until the early 1800’s, followed by a salient decrease), and related this pattern to research in historical musicology on the varying cultural influences on French music.

These studies show that assigning a composer a single mean nPVI value can be useful for the purpose of discovering broad historical trends. Yet it is important to keep in mind that composers are creative artists whose musical style evolves during their lifetimes. Hence it is of interest to know how much a composer’s nPVI varies across different creative periods. That is, how representative is an average nPVI value as a measure of a composer’s entire body of work? This question is made salient by a finding reported by VanHandel (2006), who used the nPVI to study the rhythm of French and German art songs from the 1800’s. Among the 13 French composers examined (e.g., Bizet, Debussy, Gounod, Massenet, etc.), almost all showed a notable decrease of durational contrast between notes in their songs within their individual lifetimes. Interestingly, these microtrends reflected a larger macro-trend (across composers) in which French art song nPVI gradually declined during the 1800’s. These findings raise the possibility that interesting intra-lifetime nPVI variation...
also exists in composers of instrumental classical music, and suggest that studying this variation could enrich historical analyses that focus on general trends by assigning a single nPVI value to a composer’s work.

To address this issue, here we examine composers of instrumental music whose compositional lives have been well documented and demarcated into epochs by historical musicologists. By definition, such periods are meant to distinguish distinct periods in a composer’s creative life. Hence comparing nPVI across these periods is one way of assessing the degree of stability in a composer’s nPVI over his or her lifetime. In the current paper we use this approach to examine four famous European composers studied by Daniele and Patel (2013): J. S. Bach, W. A. Mozart, L. van Beethoven, and J. Brahms. These composers had a sufficient number of themes in The Dictionary of Musical Themes to allow an analysis of nPVI in different compositional periods. They are also of interest because their lives span the different eras of classical music (Baroque, Classical, Romantic), during which nPVI was steadily rising in Austro-German music (Daniele & Patel, 2013). Is this rising nPVI trend reflected within the lifetimes of individual composers? If so, the pattern would enrich the finding of the overall trend reported by Daniele and Patel (2013), and provide a mirror-image complement of Van Handel’s (2006) findings for French art song composers.

Before turning to the methodological details of our study, it is worth briefly discussing the rationale for focusing on the nPVI as an empirical measure of rhythm in historical research, as well as the reason for focusing on musical themes as source material for historical analysis. The original impetus for using the nPVI to measure musical rhythm was to empirically test a long-standing claim in musicology that the prosody of culture’s language is reflected in its instrumental classical music (e.g., Abraham, 1974). The nPVI equation was first developed by speech scientists to quantify rhythmic differences between languages in different “rhythm classes” (e.g., between English, a prototypical “stress-timed” language, and French, a prototypical “syllable-timed” language). Patel and Daniele (2003) and Patel, Iversen, and Rosenberg (2006) used the equation to compare English and French instrumental classical music from the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, and found that differences in linguistic rhythm were in fact reflected in musical rhythm. Thus, the nPVI was potentially capturing something perceptually relevant about rhythm, an idea supported by subsequent research showing that listeners could categorize instrumental melodies on the basis of their average degree of durational contrast between notes, which is what the nPVI measures (Hannon, 2009). Thus, the potential perceptual relevance of the nPVI to a music’s “national character” makes it an interesting measure to use in historical research on musical rhythm. That said, it should be noted that there are many other measures of rhythmic patterning that could be used in historical work (e.g., variability or entropy of note durations, etc.), and it may be that different measures will reveal different trends of interest for historical musicology (cf. Eerola, Himberg, Toiviainen, & Louhivuori, 2006; Shmulevich & Povel, 2000; Toussaint, 2013).

Turning to the issue of musical themes as the unit of analysis for historical work, a salient question is, “why focus on themes?” It is possible, for example, that themes are not good proxies for entire pieces from which they are drawn in terms of their average degree of durational contrast. This is an important question that can only be resolved by empirical work. Our choice of themes as a unit of analysis is based on our prior work comparing rhythm in language and music (Patel & Daniele, 2003). That work focused on musical material available in A Dictionary of Musical Themes. This dictionary of about 10,000 themes was assembled in the mid-1900’s by two musicologists who sought to capture the most memorable and identifiable musical moments in famous pieces of Western European instrumental classical music (focusing on pieces that had been recorded). The result was something like a Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations of music (Erskine, 1948/1983; see London, 2013, for an interesting discussion of the biases and constraints reflected in this dictionary). By using the themes from this dictionary for historical analysis, one is implicitly focusing on memorable/distinguishing passages within larger musical pieces. It remains an open and empirical question whether findings based on these themes will replicate if more material from each piece is included in the nPVI analysis, or if a different set of pieces (and/or composers) are studied (cf. London, 2013, for the development of modern representative corpus of classical music).

Method

Musical materials were drawn from A Dictionary of Musical Themes, Revised Edition (Barlow & Morgenstern, 1983). As in Daniele and Patel (2013), themes with grace notes or appoggiaturas were excluded due to durational uncertainties associated with such notes. For the purpose of computing nPVI values, any sequence of notes joined by a tie was assigned a single duration equal to the summed durations of the constituent notes, and if any rests occurred in a theme, the duration of each rest
was added to the duration of the preceding sounded note. As a result, the sequence of durations for each theme represented the duration of its interonset intervals or IOIs. (IOIs have often been used in empirical studies of musical rhythm.) One nPVI value was computed for each theme (for an example of nPVI computation, see the Appendix in Daniele & Patel, 2013).

The year of composition for each theme was determined by cross-referencing the piece name with the date it was composed, using the “Works” section of chapters regarding J. S. Bach, W. A. Mozart, L.van Beethoven, and J. Brahms, respectively, in The New Grove Dictionary of Music (J. S. Bach – Sadie, 1980a, pp. 818-836, Beethoven – Sadie, 1980b, pp. 394-410, Brahmss – Sadie, 1980c, pp. 174-185, Mozart – Sadie, 1980d, pp. 725-747). If a piece was written over several years, the “average” year it was written was used (e.g., 1750-1753 was 1751.5). It was not possible to ascribe a compositional year to four themes by J. S. Bach (b99, b100, b297, and b300 in the dictionary) so these were not included in the data analysis involving compositional period. A list of themes analyzed for each composer can be found in Appendix B.

Each composer’s life was divided into three or four epochs based on the writings of musicologists. For J. S. Bach, the periods were “apprenticeship” (1708-1713), “mastery” (1714-1740), and “transcendence” (1741-1750), as defined by Boyd (1997). For W. A. Mozart, the periods were the “traveling years” (1761-1773), “imitation/Vienna” (1774-1780); and “last years” (1781-1791), as defined by Sadie (1980d, pp. 680-752). For L. van Beethoven, the periods were “imitation” (1792-1800), “transition” (1801-1814), and “reflection” (1815-1827), as defined by Solomon (1998) and d’Indy (1970). For Brahms, the periods were “Young Kreisler/Storm and Stress” (1833-1860), “Sense of the Past” (1861-1875), “Frei aber froh” (1876-1882), and “Final phase” (1883-1896), as defined by MacDonald (2001). For each compositional period, mean nPVI was computed from the nPVI of individual themes written during that period.

It should be noted that there is scholarly debate regarding the dates of compositional periods for these composers. For example, Bukofzer’s (1947) dates differ from Boyd’s (1997) in his delineation of Bach’s compositional epochs, arguing for a “Weimar/Journeyman period” (1703-1717), a “Kothen period” (1717-1723), and a “Leipzig period” (1723-1750). One motivation for this division is that Bach’s various appointments required the writing of different types of music. However, these dates give less emphasis on the middle period, which Boyd called the “mastery” period. Thus, when conducting studies of the type reported in this paper, it is worth keeping in mind that the results may depend on how compositional eras are chosen. (In the case of Bach, the two different schemes for dividing up his life give similar results, as noted below.)

Results

Figure 1 shows the results of our analyses, plotting the mean nPVI of each composer during each compositional period. Mean and standard deviations of nPVI values for each period of each composer, along with the number of themes analyzed in each period, are also reported in Appendix A.

Separate one-way ANOVAs were performed for each composer to determine if mean nPVI showed significant differences across compositional periods. The results were as follows: J. S. Bach: $F(2, 361) = 0.15, p = .86$, Mozart: $F(2, 457) = 2.12, p = .12$, Beethoven: $F(2, 486) = 0.53, p = .59$, and Brahms: $F(3, 358) = 0.13, p = .94$. The mean nPVI values for Bach’s compositional periods differed when Bukofzer’s (1947) dates were used, but they still showed no statistically significant differences between epochs (Weimar/Journeyman = 20.8 ($n = 15$), Kothen = 26.7 ($n = 190$), Leipzig = 27.9 ($n = 159$); one-way ANOVA $F(2, 361) = 0.84, p = .43$). Thus, for no composer was mean nPVI significantly different across distinct compositional periods in his lifetime.

To put the amount of variation of mean nPVI within each composer’s lifetime into broader historical perspective, Figure 2 shows the data from Figure 1 superimposed on the German and Austrian composer nPVI values from Daniele and Patel (2013). The data points in that study for J. S. Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms are marked for reference. (The reader may be
puzzled why the original data points for Bach and Beethoven lie close in time to the mean nPVI points for their first compositional period. This results from the fact that these composers did not start publishing music until their early twenties, about halfway into their lives, and to the fact that their middle compositional phase was much longer than either their early or late phases, which shifts the middle phase further toward their later years.

While the ANOVAs did not render significant differences of nPVI values between compositional periods for our four composers, Figure 2 nevertheless suggests an interesting trend for nPVI to rise within the lifetime of each composer, a point taken up in the general discussion.

Discussion

The current study extends the historical analysis of musical rhythm presented in Daniele and Patel (2013), which focused on broad historical trends in Austro-German and Italian instrumental classical music between ~1650 and 1900. In that study, each composer was assigned a single nPVI value representing the average degree of durational contrast between successive notes in his musical themes (from A Dictionary of Musical Themes, Revised Edition). In the current study we asked how nPVI might vary within the lifetimes of individual composers, focusing on four famous composers from Daniele and Patel (2013) who are represented by enough themes in the dictionary to make such analysis possible: J. S. Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms. Using compositional periods taken from research in historical musicology, themes were assigned to distinct periods based on date of composition, and a mean nPVI for each period was computed.

Our primary result is that for each composer, mean nPVI values in different compositional periods were not dramatically different. We know from our prior research that the mean nPVI of a set of themes from a German or Austrian composer can be as low as 27.5 and as high as 63.9 (cf. Daniele & Patel, 2013, Table 1). This indicates that dramatic variation in mean nPVI is logically possible across different compositional periods, yet this is not what we observe. Instead, mean nPVI is fairly stable within a composer’s lifetime. Our finding is reminiscent of other research in historical musicology that finds that some aspects of a composer’s work remain relatively stable across their oeuvre. For example, Perttu (2007) has shown that levels of chromaticism are fairly stable across the lives of Mozart and Beethoven.

While differences in mean nPVI between compositional eras was not statistically significant for any composer, we hasten to add that each composer showed an interesting numerical trend, which may be musicologically significant. Specifically, the overall rising nPVI seen across Austro-German composers in Daniele and Patel (2013) seems reflected, to differing degrees, in the lives of each of our composers. To make this reflection visible, Figure 3 reproduces Figure 2 but adds the best fitting regression line for each composer. While the small number of data points for each composer makes any statistical inferences about the regression lines impossible, it is nevertheless intriguing that the best fitting lines for all composers have positive slopes, and these slopes are not dramatically different from the slope of the overall best-fitting line for Austro-German composers (numerical values of all slopes are given in caption of Figure 3.)

This pattern of results is strikingly reminiscent (if opposite in sign) to that reported by VanHandel (2006), who examined French art song in the 1800’s and found declining nPVI values within each composer’s lifetime as well as across composers (cf. the Introduction). In our own data, this “fractal” pattern of results (whereby larger-scale patterns are reflected at smaller scales) is further supported by comparing the overall Austro-German regression line from Daniele and Patel (2013) with a new regression line computed from the thirteen compositional periods analyzed in the
current study (Figure 4). The slopes of the two lines are virtually identical (see Figure 4 caption for exact values), and are not significantly different when compared using a t-test to compare slopes, $t(30) = 0.00000036, p = .99$. In both cases, the results suggest that during the transition from Baroque to Romantic classical music, the mean nPVI of German/Austrian composers increased at rate of about 10 points per century.

The rising nPVI trend within the lifetimes of each of our individual composers may seem to contradict the ANOVA findings of no statistically significant differences between mean nPVI values in different compositional periods for any of the composers. Yet it is worth remembering that for an ANOVA to reject the null hypothesis of no significant difference between mean values, the amount of variance underlying each mean value must be fairly small compared to the differences between mean values. In our data, the amount of variance underlying each mean value is fairly large (cf. the error bars in Figure 1 and standard deviation values in Appendix A), and thus the ANOVA does not find statistically significant differences between compositional periods for any composer. This does not imply, however, that mean nPVI values in different periods are identical. On the contrary, as shown in Figure 3, all composers show a rising nPVI trend within their lifetimes, reminiscent of the general Austro-German trend. In future research it would be worth studying these microtrends further, using larger musical samples for each composer. It would also be worth studying other Austro-German composers to see if this trend is unique to these four composers, or is seen more broadly.

Our current study and our earlier historical work (Daniele & Patel, 2013, cf. Hansen et al., in press) engage with the issue of how to assign dates to composers’ lives and work. When using a single date for each composer we have used the “midpoint year,” i.e., the year halfway between birth year and death year. We feel this is preferable to using birth year or death year as the midpoint better captures the time when a composer was artistically active. An alternative approach — employed by Albrecht and Huron (2013) in a study of the emergence of the major-minor mode system — used the year when each composer turned 25 (based on the idea that a composer’s cognitive development reaches full maturity at that point). Other schemes are also conceivable. For example, one could determine the dates when each

1 The Austro-German linear regression equation reported in Daniele and Patel (2013) and in the current study are very slightly different due to a coding correction by David Huron in his computation of nPVI values. The basic findings and overall conclusions of the earlier paper remain the same.

2 When we use Albrecht and Huron’s (2013) criterion for the 21 Austro-German composers studied in Daniele and Patel (2013), the resulting regression line relating mean nPVI to 25th year of life is still highly significant: Mean nPVI = 0.0922 * (year of 25th birthday) - 122.14, $R^2 = .62, df = 11, p = .0013$. 

---

**FIGURE 3.** A version of Figure 2 with the best fitting regression lines added for Bach (yellow) Mozart (blue), Beethoven (red), and Brahms (green). The black dotted line is the original regression line reported in Daniele and Patel (2013). The equations for the regression lines are: Bach nPVI = 0.086*(Epoch Midpoint Yr) - 121.09; Mozart nPVI = 0.111*(Epoch Midpoint Yr) - 155.35; Beethoven nPVI = 0.147*(Epoch Midpoint Yr) - 222.48; Brahms nPVI = 0.051*(Epoch Midpoint Yr) - 51.46. The equation from the Daniel and Patel (2013) regression line data is: nPVI = 0.098*(Composer Midpoint Yr) - 133.63.

**FIGURE 4.** A version of Figure 2 with the best fitting regression line computed across all 13 compositional epochs in the current study (solid gray line). The black dotted line is the original regression line reported in Daniele and Patel (2013), which has a regression equation of nPVI = 0.0981*(Composer Midpoint Yr) - 133.63, $R^2 = .52, df = 19, p = .0003$. The equation for the solid gray line (J. S. Bach/Mozart/Beethoven/Brahms) is nPVI = 0.0973*(Epoch Midpoint Yr) - 136.16, $R^2 = .62, df = 11, p = .0013$. 

---
composer’s major works were completed, then take the mean of these dates to find a single date representative of that composer’s work. The larger point is that when conducting historical research, it is always worth asking how the results would differ if a different dating scheme had been used.

While the current study did not find statistically significant differences in mean nPVI values across compositional periods for any of the four composers examined, in addition to the general rising nPVI trend for each composer, there are other suggestive patterns in the data of Mozart and Beethoven that merit discussion. One of these is the jump in Mozart’s mean nPVI values during his middle, “imitation/Vienna” period of 1774-1780. This coincides with the stylistic transition in Germany to write less Italianate and more “German” music, which started in 1760, gained wide acceptance by 1775, and ended in 1798 (Morrow, 1997, p. 20). What is unexpected, though, is the subsequent decrease in Mozart’s mean nPVI value in his final phase. Perhaps the strong increase in nPVI during his middle phase had something to do with his term working for the ruler of Salzburg (Prince-Archbishop Hieronymus Colloredo), when Mozart was allowed to compose freely (Sadie, 1980d, pp. 680-752). Interestingly, Mozart wrote very few operas during this time. His major operas were written in the last phase of his career (e.g., Cosi Fan Tutte, 1790, Don Giovanni, 1787, Die Zauberflöte, 1791, La nozze di Figaro, 1786, Der Schauspielleiter, 1786; Sadie, 1980d, pp. 725-747). While Die Zauberflöte and Der Schauspielleiter were written to German librettos, the other operas mentioned were set to an Italian text. Thus, one can speculate that Italian influence on melody might have given his music a more “Italianate” style in his later years.

The data from Beethoven’s three compositional periods is also interesting in terms of historical musicology. While the mean nPVI values in his first two phases are very similar, the mean nPVI in his final “reflection” phase (1815-1827) is the highest of any of the 13 compositional periods examined in the current work. This is interesting in light of the fact that Beethoven came to be known as the new voice of the “German aesthetic” (Morrow, 1997, pp. 111 pp. 156), and also in light of the fact that Beethoven’s final period included the onset of his deafness. Thus, the mind that was defining “the sound of German music” inhabited a body that was increasingly disconnected to the actual sounds around it.

In conclusion, the current study further demonstrates the utility of the nPVI for quantitative research in historical musicology. In particular, examining the finer structure of nPVI values over different musicologically demarcated periods within a composer’s lifetime can complement studies that examine larger historical trends in musical rhythm. Additional research with the nPVI will likely uncover further historical patterns in music that might have otherwise have remained hidden.
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Appendix A

DESCRIPTIVE NPVI STATISTICS FOR EACH STUDIED COMPOSER’S STYLISTIC PERIODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A1.</th>
<th>First (apprenticeship)</th>
<th>Second (mastery)</th>
<th>Third (transcendence)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic Period of JS Bach’s Life</td>
<td>(1708 – 1713)</td>
<td>(1714 – 1740)</td>
<td>(1741 – 1750)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean npV1</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of PVI</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error of Mean</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Themes</td>
<td>11 (using all available)</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A2.</th>
<th>First (traveling years)</th>
<th>Second (imitation/ Vienna)</th>
<th>Third (last years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic Period of Mozart’s Life</td>
<td>(1761 – 1773)</td>
<td>(1774 – 1780)</td>
<td>(1781 – 1791)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean npV1</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of PVI</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error of Mean</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Themes</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

COMPOSERS AND MUSICAL THEMES

Code numbers are those used in Barlow and Morgenstern (1983)

J. S. Bach - b102, b103, b104, b105, b106, b107, b108, b109, b110, b111, b112, b113, b114, b115, b116, b117, b118, b119, b120, b121, b122, b123, b124, b125, b126, b127, b128, b129, b130, b131, b132, b133, b134, b135, b136, b137, b138, b139, b140, b141, b142, b143, b145, b146, b147, b148, b150, b151, b152, b153, b154, b155, b156, b157, b158, b159, b160, b161, b162, b163, b164, b165, b166, b167, b168, b169, b170, b171, b173, b176, b177, b177a, b179, b180, b180a, b181, b182, b183, b184, b185, b186, b187, b188, b189, b190, b191, b192, b193, b194, b195, b196, b197, b199, b200, b201, b202, b203, b204, b206, b207, b208, b209, b210, b212, b213, b215, b216, b218, b219, b220, b221, b222, b223, b224, b225, b226, b227, b228, b230, b231, b232, b233, b235, b236, b237, b238, b239, b240, b241, b242, b243, b244, b245, b246, b247, b248, b249, b250, b251, b252, b253, b254, b255, b256, b257, b258, b259, b260, b261, b262, b263, b265, b266, b267, b268, b269, b27, b270, b271, b272, b273, b274, b275, b276, b277, b278, b279, b28, b280, b281, b282, b283, b284, b285, b286, b287, b288, b289, b290, b291, b292, b293, b294, b295, b296, b299, b29a, b29b, b30, b302, b303, b304, b305, b306, b307, b308, b309, b31, b310, b311, b312, b313, b314, b315, b316, b317, b318, b319, b32, b320, b321, b322, b324, b325, b326, b327, b328, b329, b33, b330, b331, b332, b333, b334, b335, b336, b337, b338, b339, b34, b340, b342, b343, b344, b346, b348, b349, b35, b350, b351, b352, b353, b354, b355, b356, b357, b358, b359, b36, b360, b361, b363, b364, b365, b366, b367, b368, b369, b37, b370, b371, b372, b373, b374, b375, b376, b377, b378, b379, b38, b380, b381, b382, b383, b384, b385, b386, b387, b388, b389, b39, b390, b391, b392, b393, b394, b395, b396, b397, b40, b41, b42, b43, b44, b45, b46, b47, b48, b49, b50, b51, b53, b54, b55, b56, b57, b58, b59, b60, b61, b62, b63, b65, b66, b67, b68, b69, b70, b71, b72, b73, b74, b75, b76, b77, b78, b80, b81, b82, b83, b84, b84, b85, b86, b86, b87, b88, b88, b89, b89, b90, b91, b91, b92, b92, b93, b93, b94, b94, b95, b95, b96, b97, b98, b98
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